Thus he spoke, and Mercury, guide and guardian, slayer of Argus, did as he was told. Forthwith he bound on his glittering golden sandals with which he could fly like the wind over land and sea … he swooped down through the firmament till he reached the level of the sea, whose waves he skimmed like a cormorant that flies fishing every hole and corner of the ocean, and drenching its thick plumage in the spray.
T echnologies developed during the last decade have undoubtedly changed the face of the computing world. The Internet explosion and the progress in network operation and deployment have made the single, isolated computer completely obsolete. The device of tomorrow will be neither the portable computer we now have nor the mobile phone we use every day, but a combination of the two, fitting in a child's palm and perpetually connected to the whole world.
Recent studies indicate that handheld sales are booming in Europe and in the United States. Since 1996, when it released its first Palm Pilot, Palm Inc. has increased its sales by 65 percent annually. Its sales are expected to surpass $1 billion by the end of the current fiscal year. According to a Business Week study, 3 million Japanese users signed up for Net phones in just seven months during 1999. While customers increasingly become accustomed to mobility and handheld devices, the phones get smarter. I believe that this situation is the embryo of a new technology paradigm-an all-wireless revolution-where mobility is a given, and convergence between wireless and computing is a driving force.
The need for geographical freedom has prompted discussions about mobile protocols and a mobile Internet infrastructure. The mobile IP (Internet protocol) working group hosted by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has worked actively since 1996 on defining an alternative to mobile IP through a routing support allowing IP nodes to roam seamlessly among IP subnetworks while using either IPv4 or IPv6. On the user side, along with the widespread use of mobile phones, products like the Palm Pilot or the Epoc-based Symbian communicators challenge the limits of hardware integration.
For the toolbox of the next decade, IT engineers will include the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP), 1 Bluetooth, 2 and Epoc. The outcome of the current gestation will unveil new shapes as well as new potentialities. In particular, enhanced multimedia capabilities-for video acquisition as much as rendering-represent the next step of this technological procession.
Emergent technologies
While discussions about a mobile IP network 3 began a decade ago, a working mobile technology (besides the wireless phone) took off rather slowly-not due to a lack of ideas, however. Several ambitious theories of mobile technologies formulated many years ago are just now flourishing. The building blocks of such technologies lacked integration between different fields. Where the software was available, the hardware didn't meet the processing requirements, and where the handheld hardware was ready and running, deploying an underlying client-server software infrastructure was a serious disincentive. The rigidity of the networking groundwork and the difficulty of deploying wireless infrastructures 4 exclusively reserved to mobile-phone operators also posed major obstacles.
In Ubiquitous computing, 6 developed in 1988 at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), requires a considerable amount of mobility, but didn't achieve the computer evolution predicted there. Xerox PARC researchers also aimed to immerse users in an environment containing "hundreds of wireless computing devices per person per office, of all scales" that remain invisible but participate seamlessly in users' daily activities. Mark Weiser, initiator of the idea, wrote in a slide titled "Prospects for Radio" presented at the Nomadic 1996 conference that "no research projects and no large companies are creating the proper devices." It's not difficult to imagine what the outcome might have been had a technology like Bluetooth been available at that time.
From the device perspective, handheld device architectures have been under active developments. Several products compete nowadays with the Palm Pilot, the sole device of its kind on the market just a few years ago. New products like Microsoft Windows CE devices or Symbian's Epoc communicators exhibit a palm-sized configuration closer to a computer.
Along with this shift in computer architectures, mobile phones are getting smart. With WAP, mobile phones can link to a virtually unlimited number of servers. This scheme, a wireless copycat of the traditional Web, is hastening the convergence between phones and computers and will probably be the basis of the wireless world Web.
I believe that the major achievement of convergence between computing and telecommunications is small devices with wireless capabilities, enough middleware to support quasi-general-purpose programming, and interoperable protocols handling wireless communications. In a paradigm like the smart phone, or any WAP-enabled device, built-in WAP support eliminates the burden of designing and managing a wireless infrastructure-this task remains in the hands of wireless telecommunications operators. Mobile application designers can focus on high-level issues, namely the definition and implementation of services running on a smart phone or a small-size device, in the same manner a software engineer does on a conventional operating system. The simultaneous success of Palm-like devices, protocols like WAP and Bluetooth, and embedded operating systems act as a catalyst for wireless and/or pervasive technology.
The Web in your pocket
The most successful scenario of mobile applications is the smart phone with extended Web connectivity. These devices aim to bring the Web into your pocket through WAP. Consumers can already buy WAP-enabled phones manufactured by Ericsson (see Figure 1) Multiple possibilities exist with this modelalthough with limited display capabilities. Extending existing e-commerce Web sites to support WAP connections, namely by adding a WAP-compatible front-end, offers a new opportunity that several start-ups have already begun to exploit. In fact, several e-commerce companies have opened their Web sites to mobile phone subscribers. Recently, companies like Amazon.com, Yahoo, Ameritrade, ABC, CNN, ESPN, and Accuweather made their Web sites accessible through smart phones. When the smart phone becomes a standard device provided by wireless telecom operators-and this should happen very soon-these Web sites will be instantly accessible to millions of users. This business model will multiply revenues of the e-commerce companies as well as the telecom operators themselves.
Long-term applications should intelligently exploit user profiles inside portable phones and devices. If an infrastructure supporting such applications is built and encircles the user, it will push sensitive data in the device based on the immediate surroundings. For example, smart phone subscribers could receive a shopping advertisement about specific items when, and only when, they enter a shopping center. Or they might receive severe-weather alerts when they near a sensitive weather area. Such scenarios will make the smart 11 April-June 2000 
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phone an ideal complement to current multibillion infrastructures for e-commerce, news, and entertainment.
A paradigm shift
Building the next-generation mobile device requires an innovative change in the architecture design philosophy. Several issues specific to the mobile world don't fit with the classical computer architecture. The current operating system paradigms in particular fail to provide the right level of middleware with acceptable levels of performance to fulfill their traditional function. For this reason, the mobile architecture designer faces a situation similar to the challenges computer pioneers of the 1960s and 1970s encountered.
Embedded operating systems such as Microsoft Windows CE and Symbian's Epoc are popular in the small-footprint device scene. Currently, researchers are working to bring Java to a reasonable size and efficiency for similar devices. In all cases, the challenge is to give lightweight operating systems the ability to manage the machinelevel resources with maximum economy in terms of memory resources and processor load, and to balance the use of caches or external memory. The goal, of course, is to save battery life and stay under the performance ceiling of the device.
Currently, the wireless device software developer manages most of the resources at the programming level in order to optimize code, or more laboriously, the code of a third party with respect to the hosting device. This task-rather an art than a science-should be handled by the operating system. Automating the task will be a major contribution of next-generation lightweight operating systems.
Another challenge is the extensive variety of hardware architectures. Device designers have the choice of combining general-purpose processors, digital signal processing (DSP) chips, or specialpurpose chips like Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) or Bluetooth processors. Ideally, the operating system should work on any of them. Achieving operating system self-adaptivity is a major issue, and no convincing solutions have been proposed yet.
Smart phones have operating system issues as well. The goal in this case is to also enhance the general-purpose programming facilities on these devices to supply a wireless application programmer with enough flexibility to diversify the services a phone can offer. The Mobile Station Application Execution Environment (Mexe)-supported by companies such as Motorola, Nokia, Lucent Technologies, and Nortel-aims to embed a Java Virtual Machine into a phone and delegate the operating system tasks to the JVM and the underlying layers. A nano-size operating system, Nanux, currently developed by InfoCharms for their wearable computers, runs on a 4-bit microcontroller using 16 Kbytes of memory. Nevertheless, the operating system that currently provides a workable development environment is Symbian's Epoc, which targets the phone platform as well.
Cutting-edge protocols
Among emerging technologies for mobile pervasive applications support, WAP and Bluetooth are primordial. They reached a sufficient advanced level to permit rapid product development. The currently available smart phones are WAP-enabled. This suggests WAP as the candidate solution for complementing HTTP in the wireless world.
WAP can work with any mobile network standard such as CDMA, Global System for Mobiles (GSM), or Universal Mobile Telephone System (UMTS). It operates through a microbrowser embedded in the phone to download WML pages. This Web-like style of interaction facilitates the addition of wireless front-ends to existing Web sites or the access to classical Web servers through a WAP gateway performing an ad-hoc translation of HTML into WML.
Bluetooth, initially conceived by Ericsson, is a standard supporting short-range communications over a 2.45-GHz radio frequency band. Intended to achieve a throughput of 720 kbps to 1 Mbps, Bluetooth can support ad-hoc spontaneous wireless communications between Bluetooth-capable devices. A Bluetooth device entering an active area is spontaneously added to the data exchange traffic occurring between the other devices. This feature, more than its pure short-range transmission capabilities, makes Bluetooth a perfect candidate for supporting the next-generation ubiquitous or pervasive computing applications. Ericsson Components AB in cooperation with Symbionics designed a Bluetooth Development Kit, consisting of a C++ programmable hardware board to allow developers to prototype Bluetooth products.
Involved with WAP and Bluetooth since their creation, Ericsson has released several products, including the WAP-enabled R320 and R380 smart phones, as well as a Bluetooth headset for mobile phones. Ericsson's R&D Communicators Group at Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, is actively researching the area of high-quality integration
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of wireless technology into small-footprint devices. Figure 2 shows a communicator platform designed and developed by this group and presented at the CeBIT show in February 2000. This Bluetooth unit supports WAP, General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), and high-speed circuitswitched data (HSCSD), and includes a color touch screen and a Global Positioning System (GPS). It demonstrates the high level of multifunctional integration required by the nextgeneration portable devices.
The future of the wireless universe
Current wireless technologies will support the wireless world of tomorrow. I believe that enabling technologies like WAP and Bluetooth are hastening the development of the all-wireless Web by bringing wireless technology into the engineer's toolbox and by offering a basic structure for wireless and pervasive applications. The Web is already accessible through portable devices or mobile phones, and this tendency should progress swiftly in the near future.
Much work remains to supply every Web site with a WAP-enabled front-end while keeping its traditional Web functionality. Moreover, the display capabilities of smart phones limit what Web browsers can offer. Preparing the all-wireless revolution requires achieving two short-term engineering goals.
The first lies in upgrading Web server infrastructures to make them accessible through a resource-limited device like a smart phone. Ventures like the recent one between Oracle and Motorola for developing wireless data access systems should expand the use of wireless access by traditional Web businesses. WAP gateways permit access to traditional Web sites by performing an ad-hoc conversion of HTML pages into WML. However, this technique is only efficient, and sometimes only possible, for certain categories of Web pages. Advanced Web services not complying with a strict HTML syntax or embedding JavaScript don't scale. An improvement of WAP will be necessary for a more notable ad-hoc conversion of Web content. As WAP use by smart phone services grows, connectivity to WAP gateways must be enhanced to scale to traffic explosion. Integrating WAP gateways to Internet backbones or metropolitan local loops could offer a successful solution.
The second engineering target pertains to hardware issues. If WAP begins to translate any kind of Web page on the fly, small device display capabilities and resources will be overwhelmed. Hardware designers still face challenges in balancing added functionality with power consumption and manufacturing cost.
Indeed, the art of small-footprint device design lies in achieving the right balance between different factors. Building such a device with integrated memory, for example, introduces more sensitivity to program and data size. Choosing microprocessors with high code density is then a solution. But again, this choice must comply with power limitations and a short time to market. The predicted hardware inclinations, without being exhaustive, include more use of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for scalability and higher peripheral integration, a reduction of the number of DSPs by designing appropriate scheduling mechanisms at the portable device operating system level, and implementing more functions in software to get rid of extra hardware components. This short list illustrates the variety of parameters hardware designers must consider when optimizing the resource consumption, the size, and the time to market of a portable device or smart phone.
The portable device of the near future will include advanced multimedia capabilities. Thus, embedding complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensors and multimedia components into a portable device becomes a critical objective for hardware integrators and chip manufacturers. The issue lies in the large amount of resources needed to perform multimedia data compression and decompression while keeping an acceptable rendering quality. For this reason, multimedia codec algorithms of high-quality video require extensive MIPS (million instructions per second) power, which makes a full software solution expensive for the hardware integrator. 
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Multimedia chips, on the other hand, still consume too much power to fit in a portable device resource budget. When considering video streaming, this issue is complicated by the limited bandwidth allowed for wireless communications. The 20-Mbps throughput required for high-definition television (HDTV) MPEG-2 streaming doesn't fit in the wireless resource scale. Quality levels like H.261 are more reasonable targets. Adaptive content delivery and rendering seems to emerge as the solution. Transcoding proxies 9 residing in the network, in the servers, or in the clients should partially solve the problem. Nevertheless, embedding video in a smart phone is a hot research topic, and streaming acceptable quality video through wireless links is actively discussed in different standard bodies and R&D departments.
Despite these limitations, convergence is paving the way to an all-wireless revolution. Our children will probably carry their computers in their pockets or wear them as clothing accessories. The device of tomorrow, a hybrid phone/computer, will support enhanced multimedia capabilities, allowing people to communicate in a more convivial manner, as well as to browse any kind of data wherever they are and whenever they want. But above all, the computer will become seamlessly integrated in daily life, working in the background, reacting perpetually to its environment, and embedding enough intelligence about the users it serves to meet their demands automatically.
The next few years should see a considerable maturation of this technology, while portable device engineering will cross the boundary between small-footprint device and general-purpose computer. After the hardware and operating systems limits are overcome, the revolution will remain with the programmers, who still need to program the advanced services capable of exploiting these new technologies. In their imaginative minds lies the shape of the all-wireless, fully pervasive universe of tomorrow. MM
